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Project at a glance…

OBJECTIVES
1. Understand perceptions of agriculture
and the source of these perceptions
2. Understand the drivers of career
choice and the decision making
process students go through
3. Determine how to position agriculture
as a desirable career option

METHODOLOGY
4 x Focus groups
•
•

In Perth
Grade 10, 11, 12
+ 1st year university
➢ Feelings and language

Online survey
•
•
•
➢

512 completes
Across all of WA
Grade 9, 10, 11, 12
Hard numbers and
validating the findings of
the qualitative stage
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No one wants to work
for an industry that the
news says you’re meant
to have pity for.
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Their perceptions of agriculture and regional areas are a caricature
created by TV, cartoons, movies, news and limited personal experience

Agriculture = Farming

Farming = Regional living

• Farming, tractors and paddocks

• Dirty, smelly, sunny, outdoors

• Difficult to access health,
education, entertainment,
communication and retail services

• Practical and hands-on

• Far from friends and family

• Hard, manual labour

• Fewer employment opportunities

• Time intensive

• Small, gossip-driven, communities

• Far away, remote

• Socially / politically conservative
i.e. racism, homophobia

• Unprofitable
• Weather dependent = Risky
• Boring
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Overcoming the lack of knowledge is the first step in building interest

I don't think there's much IT in
agriculture

It’s not that it [agriculture] is
unappealing. It’s that I don't know
what agriculture has to offer. I
wouldn't choose a career in
something I don't know about.

Have no interest in it due to lack of
knowledge about it and it's career paths.
It’s not mentioned in school or when
any universities come to give
presentations

In my school education I do not learn
about agriculture so I have limited
information about agriculture. It doesn't
even seem like an option.
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High importance

The major drivers of career choice have a low association with
agriculture
Importance when choosing a career vs. association with a career in agriculture

Offers job security

High salary

Lots of roles
available for
graduates

Allows you to be creative

Low importance

Fun environment to work in

An industry
that is growing
Provides
structure and
consistency

Industry that is
sustainable
Offers a lot of variety
within the role

On-the-job training and
learning new skills

Positively impacts your community

Industry that is
constantly evolving

Uses lots of technology

Industry that has
existed for a long time

Low association with agriculture
Q. How important are each of the following when choosing a career? [SC]
Q. For each of the following, how much would you agree / disagree that the agriculture industry can offer you the following in a career? [SC]
Base: All respondents n=512

High association with agriculture
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Career drivers
Safety

Enjoyment

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Salary
Structure
Physical safety
Industry stability
Large number of job opportunities

Intrinsic rewards

• Satisfying
• Pride
• Professional growth and skill
development
• Personal development

Fun
Engaging
Variety
Problem solving
Physical environment and space
Positive atmosphere / vibe
Creativity

Extrinsic rewards
•
•
•
•

Improving the world
Helping others
Seeing the outcomes of your work
Relationship with co-workers
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Older students grasp the connection
between agriculture and many of the
world’s largest problems and are
drawn to this challenge
Those with humanitarian and altruistic personalities
connect with an industry in which they will:
• Ensure the world doesn’t go hungry
• Improve practices to limit environmental impacts
• Reduce our reliance on animals and the
incidences of animal cruelty
• Use technology to improve the quality of our
food and our society
Present a career in agriculture as being
a part of the solution; A chance to
undertake problem solving and see
your work impact the lives of others.
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This humanitarian and problem solving element is also evident
present in the survey results
Reasons for considering an agriculture career
Working with animals

20

Improving lives / the world

18

Challenging / lots of variety

18

Environment / sustainability

13

Fun / interesting

10

Working outdoors / lifestyle reasons

9

Like farming / already in the family

8

Job opportunities

7

Machinery / technology / hands on

4

Important / necessary industry

4

Q. You selected a career option that is part of the agriculture industry. What is appealing to you about a career in these areas? [OE – Coded]
Base: Those who selected a career option within the agriculture sector n=98
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The positives of regional living are an opportunity to target people
who are fed up with the stressful elements of the city
In the focus groups, students mentioned:
• Easy access to the natural environment for hiking,
swimming, picnics, photography; more broadly
regional areas have a general sense of adventure
and exploration
• Ability to start a new, more peaceful, less pressured
way of life away from crowds and traffic
• A strong sense of community
• Greater freedom than the city
• Gaining independence and meeting new, interesting
and diverse people

A “tree change” is well documented in older generations and could be reinterpreted in a high
energy format for a young, urban audience seeking freedom and adventure
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The survey results identify the lower cost of living and greater sense
of freedom as the most positive aspects of regional living, reflecting
the increasing financial pressure young people are feeling
Appeal of regional lifestyle
Very unappealing

Somewhat unappealing

Lower cost of living

5

Greater sense of freedom

6

Being part of a community
Life at a slower pace with less pressure
Being close to nature

Neither

4

6

8

9

14

13

Somewhat appealing

Very appealing

10

17

36

33

8

17

35

34

24

40

21

20

23

39

30

20

29

Q. We’d now like you to think about living in a regional area, away from a capital city. For each of the following, please select how appealing / unappealing it is to you. [SC]
Base: All respondents n=512
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When challenged with new information about the agriculture industry,
some facts resonated more strongly than others
% More interested in an ag career
Competitive salaries

70

Large number of graduate roles

64

High proportion of city based roles

60

International travel

IT innovation
Variety of roles

57
55
53
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A shorthand way to these “facts” is to discuss the major employers
in the agriculture industry as this has a large impact on interest

Working in agriculture
doesn’t necessarily mean
working on a farm. Some of
the major employers in
agriculture include:
Kelloggs, Commonwealth
Bank, Unilever, Coopers
Brewery, Sanitarium,
Arnotts and Bayer.
These companies need
graduates with law,
business, communications,
education, chemistry,
engineering, math, science
and IT degrees.

Change in agriculture career
interest
Why more interested?
No change
33%
Little more
interest
42%

Little less
interest
6%
Lot less
interest
2%

Lot more
interest
17%

•

Big recognisable brands they can
trust

•

Lots of job opportunities and job
security

•

Allows them to understand the
full supply chain: Fills in the gaps
after the farm gate

➢ Makes it relevant

Q. How does knowing these brands are involved in agriculture, and have jobs available for university graduates impact your perceptions of career opportunities in agriculture?
Base: All respondents n=512
Q. Why does knowing these brands are involved make you more interested in agriculture?
Base: Those who are more interested n=310
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Different audiences connect with these attributes in different ways,
Therefore a range of content is required to allow for content targeting
Rational drivers

Emotional drivers

• Major employers

• Robotics, tech and innovation

• # grad roles

• Improving the world

• Job security

• Problem solving and being of
value

Both are underpinned by lifestyle
• Freedom and exploration offered in a regional area
• Ability to engage with the industry from a metro location

Within the focus groups, feedback on existing video content highlights
the common issues with ag videos targeting this audience
Positives
• Real examples of real careers
• Clear opportunities direct from uni
• Gives you pathways to follow
• Achievable

Negatives
• Reinforces the stereotypes
• Monotone delivery and too much talking
• Boring music
• Static imagery
• Unrelatable (talent too old)
• Too long
• Targeting people already decided on Ag and just need help
deciding on which job specifically
• “Feels like a school presentation”

• “Is what you would expect in a government ad”
• “There was a lot of talking so I zoned out”

Without the right tone and style, the audience
will switch off and miss the positive messages
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There are key considerations to keep in mind when developing videos
for a youth audience
Content

Style

• Shorter (max 30 seconds) but also think about a 10 or 15
second version + 1:30 for those wanting more detail

• Talent should be excited and have presence. Their job
satisfaction should be easily apparent.

• Present a combination of lifestyle & career to sell them not
just on a job but setting themselves up for a great life

• Avoid regional / farming clichés and stereotypes, particularly
in the way talent is dressed:

• Include young females and males who they can relate to
• Needs to be about the viewer and the opportunities
available to them, not just the person featured and their past
• Requires a series of videos to address individual target
audiences and industry barriers:
• Can’t solve all problems with a single piece of comms
• Some for years 10/11 and others for year 12/uni
• Some with a generalist approach to trends in the
industry others delving into the details of specific
careers
• Present city based options while also highlighting that
regional based roles are in high demand

•
•

Akubras
Talking while on a tractor or other farm equipment

•
•

Extreme heat / sun / dryness
People working alone

• Audio and video elements that create interest and add
variety:
•
•
•

Keep shots close with people taking up the frame
Avoid long, slow moving, shots of the distance
Music that is upbeat and young without being cheesy or trying
too hard
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#1

Build base knowledge
and awareness

• What is agriculture
• How is it changing
• What are the career
opportunities

#2
Target specific messaging
• How do my personal
interests and motivations
align with agriculture
• IT
• Humanitarian /
Environment
• Problem solving
• Career stability /
growth

#3

Make it easy and
achievable for students

• Provide career pathways
• Provide guidance on
University courses
• Case studies of young
people in agriculture
• Educating teachers,
careers counsellors,
parents and other
influencers

• How does an ag career
facilitate my lifestyle?
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Telling the story of Gen Y & Gen Z
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